Brief information about ....

CURRENT MEDICAL JOURNAL OF INDIA

I take this opportunity to introduce a medical journal which was launched from Chandigarh in January 1995, with the objective of bringing the latest information from the medical world and to improve day-to-day clinical practices of family physicians, consultants in practice, service doctors in different corporations etc. It is a monthly journal and we have included MCQ-sets (unsolved as well as solved ones) to the Journal. The MCQs offer an opportunity for self-evaluation through self-study. Current Medical Journal is the only journal in the world, giving MCQs on each writeup.

This is the 21st year of publication of CMJ (September 2015 is 246th issue) and we have covered more than 3500 important topics through our CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION (CME) programme. We have given numerous abstracts, which are in fact short writeups. Through the columns of CMJ, we cover all types of topics including management of common disorders, current topics, toxicology, drug information, recent advances and socio-medical problems such as drug abuse, smoking, alcohol, tuberculosis, AIDS etc. We have also published many special issues. We provide all types of medical information and knowledge in very impressive format on art paper.

The family physicians/consultants/service doctors etc. in their busy schedule have much less avenues of getting the latest information and updating their clinical practices. The scientific symposia/seminars are rarely held. The CMJ is trying to fill up this gap and brings the expertise and experience of medical teachers/super-specialists to the door steps of practising doctors serving the ailing humanity.

HIGHLIGHTS OF CURRENT MEDICAL JOURNAL

1. The aim and objective of Current Medical Journal is to improve the day-to-day clinical practices of all medical men of all disciplines.
2. Current Medical Journal is in the 21st year of its publication and we have given 246 monthly issues (12 issues/year) very regularly and has discussed over 3500 topics, covering different aspects of all branches of Medicine and Surgery.
3. We bring the expertise and experience of senior medical teachers for the practising doctors. Writeup is always under single authorship.
4. We provide all types of medical information and knowledge in very impressive format.
5. A unique feature is the MCQ-sets (unsolved as well as solved ones) in the Journal. The MCQs offer an opportunity for self-evaluation through self-study. Current Medical Journal is the only medical journal in the world giving MCQs on each writeup.
6. We have given numerous abstracts and clinical notes (each one of these is a short writeup).
7. One of special features of CMJ is that on the Third Page of CMJ, we pick the pioneers on a particular topic and detail out the achievements.
8. Special regular features are ECG, X-Rays, various photo features such as pedia-clinics, medi-clinics, derma-clinics etc. Medical jokes, Medinews, Tinklers, Drug column etc. are also regular features.
9. We have kept the price low, as compared to other journals. For bulk purchase, the price is less.
10. State award was conferred on Current Medical Journal for excellence in healthcare and for unparalleled medical journalism on 15th August, 2005.
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